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Word Families was created to provide students with practice using common
3-letter phonograms for easy recognition of sight words. Word Families also may be
used for spelling lists, sentence dictation, and “thought starters” for creative
writing.

Included in this book are:
ack amp and ang ank ash ell end ent ess est
ick ill ing ink ump unk ush

Word lists containing these phonograms can be found on page 50. Not all the
words on the lists are included in the activities and can be used for extended
learning.

Suggestions for Use
• Timed Drill: Give daily 3-minute timed drills using page 48. Ask the student to

start reading. As the student reads each word orally, count only the words which
student masters. Enter the date and number of correctly read words on the
chart on page 49 which may be duplicated. This produces a graph which will show
mastery and can be sent to parents. Students will enjoy cooperative learning by
timing and charting each other.

• Word Family Boxes: Make copies of page 46. Write target word families in the
three spaces at the top of each word box. Students will write appropriate family
words.

• Word Box: Use page 47 for creating a word search and drawing activity for each
word family.

• Card Games: Write words on 3x5 cards. Make a least four words for each family.
Practice includes such activities as sorting into groups by word family, playing
memory or concentration games, or using as flash cards.

• Auditory Discrimination: Read a group of three words, two of which are in the
same word family. Ask the students to show which words rhyme by clapping
their hands as you repeat the three words.

• Let students help create a phonogram bulletin board. Have each student draw
a word family member and label it with a word from the phonogram group being
studied. Title the display, “Meet the ‘end’ Family” as an example.

• Have students use phonograms to create rhyming riddles. An example: “I am
thinking of a word that rhymes with sank. It is where money is kept. What is it?”
The riddles can be assembled into a class book for your library corner.

• Display a picture of a hand labeled with h-a-n-d. Have students say, illustrate,
and/or write as many and words as time allows. Try this with other phonogram
pictures.

• Divide the class into circles of ten or less. Provide a ball to pass around each circle.
Student must say or spell a word from a specified word family when the ball is
passed to him/her.

• Use the certificates on page 51 to reward student success.
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